Dear Loyal, & New Friends

WELCOME!
Join us, Be Present, Be Seen, Be Heard,
Learn New Skills & Make an Impact!
Virtual Event April 23-26, 2021

The 21st World Congress on
Qigong/Tai Chi/TCM/Natural Healing
Brought to you by East West Academy of Healing Arts
Chaired by Qigong Grandmaster
Dame Dr. Effie Chow, PhD, RN, LAc(CA), DiplAc (NCCAOM),

WELCOME TO
A LEGACY EVENT

NOW IN ITS 21st WORLD CONGRESS
Move through 2021 with
Optimism, Hope, Abundance, Miracles,
Love, and Peace!

April 23-26, 2021
Free virtual event - Donations very much appreciated.
Workshops April 30 - May 3, 2021 - a small fee will be charged.
Unprecedented challenges of 2020
Forced a major introspective consciousness!
The World Congress was created in 1990 to cause a powerful community
and alliance of like-minded people to advocate for a natural healthier
society, mother-earth, and universe; to develop partnerships, create safe
environments; and to explore the boundless forces of life.
We are all energy and part of a limitless sky and universe! We encourage
your wildest imagination at our Congress! Let yourself "BE". The past and
the future are in the PRESENT now. Let us re-enchant the world and our
lives together despite the pandemic chaos! A New Quantum Life Path needs
to take place. Know that YOU create your own destiny. Now is the time to
take charge! Rediscover the inner brilliance with which you were innately
endowed from conception to eternity!
For over 20 years we have combined both Science and Art in a safe
environment to explore the boundless forces of consciousness and life. We
dare to dream, and explore the "spectacular", the "extraordinaire", the
"unbelievable" and the "unknown" to re-enchant the world and foster
research establishing New Miracles in Life.
Our original goal was to promote Qigong and Traditional Chinese Medicine
combined with Complementary and Alternative Medicine (CAM)/Natural
Healing to be solidly integrated into the mainstream health and life systems.
We have made remarkable headway, most importantly the progress still
continues today! Wellness promotion practices must now be compensated,

not just western medicine, chemicals, diagnostic procedures, and surgery
after one becomes sick or ill.
We have played a critical role in major Policy decision endeavors at many
levels: from involvement in the President's White House Commission on
Complementary and Alternative Medicine Policy (WHCCAMP), to the
respected sanctuary of research at NIH/DHHS, to the health and education
services for the community and general public. With all the Policy meetings,
financing for Natural Healing was never broached.
It is important that we seek financing NOW. Without adequate funding,
Chinese Medicine and Natural Healing will remain on the fringes, even
though science is proving it is effective, where modern western medicine had
not been. Natural Healing will remain "Third Class" and not be considered
first class unless we secure funding for these practices. Do your clients have
to personally pay out of pocket? Or do you pay out of pocket?
Our major focus of our 21st World Congress is to be the springboard to
secure on-going fund raising that will support 3 vitally important, farreaching objectives:
1. Provide participants - ranging from consumers, practitioners, to policymakers, exposure to some of the top experts in the world, where they
will learn new skills for self-healing, healing of others and the planet,
and increase their personal abundance. Peace will prevail.
2. Develop a strong unified Wellness, CAM, Ethnic Medicine such as
Traditional Chinese Medicine/Qigong, and Natural Healing practice
financial structure that will pay for folks who choose to stay
healthy. The present insurance primarily caters only to those who are
sick and utilize modern western medicine practices. Do you or your
patients/clients/students pay out of pocket for these services now?
3. Explore and implement integrative services to eradicate the
desperately dangerous escalation of COVID-19 and unnecessary
deaths. We will investigate and implement natural healing resources
such as Traditional Chinese Medicine, mega-doses of intravenous
Vitamin C, herbs, diet, and more, that had been proven successful but
ignored. CDC guidelines are important but must include the most
essential daily practice of teaching each person how to build an
internal powerful immune system that will resist disease! At the same
time we will also deal with other major challenging conditions!
We need people and money resources and a strong development team.
We need you and family/friends/associates to join us at all levels of
commitment from the ground floor!

This is the most exciting of times...Will you join us?
Our 19th World Congress held in Japan and our previous historic Congresses
in Italy, Canada, and the USA (always volunteer-run), have been lifechanging sheer magic, scintillating, exploring Life in all realms of the
Psychic/Spirit, Emotional Mind, and Physical Entity, from past lives to Life
after Life.
This Congress has contracted Dr. Jack Fu of the World Federation of
Integrative Health, to organize this Congress. Already some of you have
been in touch with and/or will be hearing from him and his team concerning
planning, programming, logistics, and execution processes.
Also, we have a formidable team of Volunteers who comprise our Organizing
Committee for the Congress: Rose Hong of GDTV and Global Healing
Alliance; Gigi Oh of TC Media; Dr. Mary Jo Bulbrook, President Akamai
University, and Global Healing Alliance; Dr. CJ Rhoads of Health, Prosperity,
and Leadership; Bill Douglas of World Tai Chi and Qigong Day; and Ann
Colichidas of Sonoma Chow Qigong and East West Academy of Healing Arts.
Now without traveling, from the comfort of your own home anywhere in the
world, you have the unique opportunity to explore the love that the universe
holds for you in all its various forms/vibrations/frequencies. Life is energy,
love, in a time-space continuum...so, there is no death as many fear.
You will learn in our seminars and workshops from over 80 of the world's top
experts and icons how to immediately put these new skills and ideas in
healing, optimal living, life management, policy and financial matters, and
more, into practice with success. Getting results where it was thought to be
impossible!
So, come and stretch your spirit, mind, and body with us! Take flight like the
"Phoenix rising from the Ashes" to create daily "miracles", renewing the idea
that "Life is a Miracle” and everything is possible!
Enjoy lots of fun in serious learning!
Loving Qi for optimum health of spirit, mind, and body!
Chair: Dame Dr. Effie Chow, East West Academy of Healing Arts
websites: eastwestqi.com / www.wfih.org
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